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Abstract

Information technology (IT) systems are growing in complexity and are becoming
more and more connected. Such connected systems can increase flexibility and
productivity while also introducing security threats. Recent years have witnessed
some of the largest, most sophisticated, and most severe cyber attacks on IT systems,
which can have severe consequences for individuals and organizations, from water
or energy distribution systems to online banking services. Therefore, security is a
top priority for IT systems.

To address these security issues proactively, threat modeling can be utilized as
follows: to assess the current state of a system, and as a security-by-design tool for
developing new systems. Threat models can serve as input for attack simulations,
which are used for analyzing the behavior of attackers within the system. The
simulation results obtained can help stakeholders to investigate in security settings
that can be applied to secure their system more effectively.

This thesis presents work on threat modeling for IT systems. The contributions
to the field of threat modeling include a systematic literature review on threat
modeling (Paper A). With regard to securing enterprise systems, the contributions
include a threat modeling language for security assessment of enterprise systems
(Paper B), a method for assigning probability distributions in attack simulation
languages to provide more realistic simulation results (Paper C), and a method for
quality assessment of threat modeling languages (Paper D). With regard to securing
connected vehicles, the contributions include a proof-of-concept of an approach for
securing connected vehicles using threat modeling coupled with attack simulations
(Paper E), and an empirical study to explore common security vulnerabilities and
software weaknesses in vehicles (Paper F).





Sammanfattning

IT-system växer i komplexitet och blir mer och mer ihopkopplade. Att koppla
samman system kan öka flexibiliteten och produktiviteten, samtidigt som det ocks̊a
kan medföra säkerhetsluckor. De senaste åren har vi bevittnat n̊agra av de största,
mest sofistikerade och allvarligaste cyberattackerna p̊a IT-system. Vilket kan f̊a
allvarliga konsekvenser för individer och organisationer, fr̊an vatten- och energidis-
tributionssystem till banktjänster. Därför är säkerhet högsta prioritet i IT-system.

För att proaktivt ta itu med dessa säkerhetsfr̊agor kan hotmodellering användas
för att bedöma ett systems nuvarande tillst̊and och som ett verktyg för att designa
säkra system. Hotmodeller kan även fungera som indata till attacksimuleringar.
Dessa används för att analysera angriparnas beteende inom systemet, och simuler-
ingsresultaten kan hjälpa intressenter att undersöka säkerhetsinställningar som kan
implementeras för att säkra ett system mer effektivt.

Denna avhandling presenterar arbete med hotmodellering för IT-system. När det
gäller hotmodellering generellt inkluderar bidragen en systematisk litteraturöversikt
om hotmodellering (Artikel A), en metod för tilldelning av sannolikhetsfördelningar
i attacksimuleringsspr̊ak för att ge mer realistiska simuleringsresultat (Artikel C),
och en metod för kvalitetsbedömning av hotmodelleringsspr̊ak (Artikel D). När det
gäller mer domänspecifika resultat inkluderar bidragen ett hotmodelleringsspr̊ak
för säkerhetsbedömning av företagsövergripandesystem (Artikel B), ett koncept-
test av ett tillvägag̊angssätt som använder hotmodellering i kombination med
attacksimuleringar för uppkoppladefordon (Artikel E) och en empirisk studie för att
utforska kända s̊arbarheter och svagheter i programvara för fordon (Artikel F).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cyber security continues to be a key concern and a fundamental aspect of information
technology (IT) systems [1]. Recent years have witnessed some of the largest,
most sophisticated, and most severe cyber attacks, such as the WannaCry attack1,
SolarWinds attack2, and Equifax data breach3.

Cyber attacks on IT systems can have severe consequences for individuals and
organizations. This has motivated the IT systems security management to ensure
a higher degree of resilience against cyber attacks [2]. One indication that these
security issues are taken seriously is the increasing number of security standards and
projects in various domains [3–5]. Among them, ISO/IEC 270014, which specifies the
requirements for establishing, implementing, maintaining and continually improving
an information security management system within the context of the organization,
and the NIST framework [4], which provides guidance based on existing standards,
guidelines, and practices for organizations to better manage and reduce cybersecurity
risk.

However, it is difficult to assess the security levels of IT systems. Despite being
challenging, it is necessary to identify all relevant system assets, their weaknesses,
and possible mitigations. To proactively deal with security concerns, the threat
modeling approach could make it more difficult for attackers to achieve their goals [6].
This approach includes holistic identification of the main assets within a system and
threats to these assets. Threat modeling enables the assessment of the current state
of a system and serves as a security-by-design tool for developing new systems [7].
Threat models can serve as inputs for attack simulations based on system models;
these models can be used to analyze the attacker behavior within the system [8], and
provide quantitative security measurements for the system [9,10]. The simulation
results provide information on how attackers may compromise a system asset and

1https://www.csoonline.com/article/3227906/what-is-wannacry-ransomwa
re-how-does-it-infect-and-who-was-responsible.html

2https://www.cnet.com/news/solarwinds-hack-officially-blamed-on-russia-wha
t-you-need-to-know/

3https://www.wired.com/story/equifax-breach-no-excuse/
4https://www.iso.org/isoiec-27001-information-security.html

3

https://www.csoonline.com/article/3227906/what-is-wannacry-ransomware-how-does-it-infect-and-who-was-responsible.html
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3227906/what-is-wannacry-ransomware-how-does-it-infect-and-who-was-responsible.html
https://www.cnet.com/news/solarwinds-hack-officially-blamed-on-russia-what-you-need-to-know/
https://www.cnet.com/news/solarwinds-hack-officially-blamed-on-russia-what-you-need-to-know/
https://www.wired.com/story/equifax-breach-no-excuse/
https://www.iso.org/isoiec-27001-information-security.html
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the effort required by them to compromise various points of the system [11].
This thesis focuses on enhancing the cyber resilience of IT systems through

threat modeling; it covers all the stages of the Process for Attack Simulation and
Threat Analysis (PASTA) [12]. PASTA is a seven-stage risk-centric threat modeling
methodology that addresses the most viable threats to an application or system
environment target, including 1) define objectives, 2) define technical scope, 3)
application decomposition, 4) threat analysis, 5) vulnerability/weakness mapping, 6)
attack modeling, and 7) risk and impact analysis. The inputs of the PASTA process
are information sources, which can be collected from a knowledge base [7] and/or
by performing systematic literature reviews (SLRs) [6], interviewing experts [13],
conducting studies [14], and performing estimations based on existing sources [15].
The outputs of the PASTA process are artifacts to be created that can enhance the
cyber resilience of the modeled system. In this thesis, the process of threat modeling
for enterprise systems and connected vehicles, including identifying assets, identifying
threats to assets, and identifying mitigations to threats, can be mapped to the first
six stages of the PASTA process. For instance, the application decomposition stage
of the PASTA process is related to identifying assets within the systems, because the
output of application decomposition is a list of assets. In addition, the quantitative
security modeling presented in this thesis, which includes a method designed for
assigning probability distributions and a study conducted on security vulnerabilities
and software weaknesses in vehicles could produce quantitative simulation results
that are similar to the output of risk and impact analysis (i.e., quantitative risk
analysis).

The main foundation of this thesis is the Meta Attack Language (MAL) frame-
work [11], which combines object-oriented modeling and attack graphs. The MAL
framework is a meta language with no particular domain of interest and can be used
to create domain-specific languages (DSLs). A MAL-based DSL defines the required
information, specifies the generic attack logic within the corresponding domain, and
enables attack simulations on the system models. The simulation results can be
used to assess the cyber security of the system, and also to foster a higher degree
of resilience against cyber attacks. The steps taken by an attacker to compromise
sensitive system assets can be traced, and a time estimate can be computed from
the initial step to the compromise of assets of interest, which is referred to as the
time to compromise (TTC) [10, 11]. The TTC value is a measure of the security
level of various assets in a modeled system in terms of attack resilience; the larger
the value, the more resilient the system is against cyber attacks. To date, several
MAL-based languages have been proposed, such as vehicleLang [13] for modeling
cyber attacks on vehicle IT infrastructures, powerLang [16] for modeling attacks
on power-related IT and OT infrastructures, coreLang [17] for modeling attacks on
common IT infrastructures, and awsLang5 to assess the cloud security of Amazon
Web Services (AWS) environments.

5https://foreseeti.com/securicad-vanguard-for-aws/

https://foreseeti.com/securicad-vanguard-for-aws/
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Figure 1.1: Main purpose and its four underlying goals to be addressed in this thesis.

1.1 Research Purpose

Cyber security is a fundamental aspect of IT systems. Therefore, the main research
purpose of this thesis is to secure IT systems and investigate the security settings
that can be implemented to secure the systems more effectively. Specifically, this
thesis proposes adopting a combination of threat modeling and attack simulations to
two example domains: enterprise systems and vehicles, by analyzing the weaknesses
related to known attack techniques and providing mitigation suggestions accordingly.
This can be used to enhance the cyber resilience of these systems by implementing
the suggested security controls. To fulfill the main research purpose, the underlying
goals that need to be addressed are as follows:

• To investigate threat modeling, the relevant state-of-the-art works, and appli-
cation of threat modeling methods.

• To perform security analysis of IT systems by designing a threat modeling
language (for enterprise systems) and by developing models (for vehicles), and
further, to enable analyzing weaknesses related to known attacks.

• To design a method using existing sources for quantitative security modeling
to achieve more realistic simulation results.

• To assess the designed method qualitatively and quantitatively.

The main purpose and its four underlying goals to be addressed in this thesis
are shown in Figure 1.1.

1.2 Thesis Outline

This thesis consists of two parts. The first part provides an overview of the second
part, which is the core of this thesis. The second part consists of six papers that
have been either published in (Papers A, B, and C) peer-reviewed journals, or
published in (Papers E and F) or submitted to (Paper D) peer-reviewed conference
proceedings.





Chapter 2

Related Work

To develop a threat modeling-based method that can increase the security of IT
systems, three main domains of previous work are covered: model-driven security
engineering, attack/defense graphs, and IT system security assessment. First, in
the domain of model-driven security engineering, there are DSLs for performing the
security analysis of software and system models. Second, attack/defense graphs are
used for security analysis. Finally, the results of existing IT system security studies
are used for security modeling and evaluation.

2.1 Model-driven Security Engineering

The field of model-driven security engineering includes numerous DSLs [18–21].
These DSLs are constructed based on different forms and logical definitions, such
as the unified modeling language (UML) for object-oriented system design and
development [22], and the object constraint language (OCL) that expresses all
types of (meta)model queries, manipulations, and specification requirements of a
system design [23]. Model-checking and constraint violation searches are used for
conducting security analysis in such languages. A well-known initiative for modeling
from a system-wide perspective is UMLsec [21], which is an extension of UML for
developing security-critical systems. Cardenas et al. [24] provide a holistic view of
the security requirements and threat models of sensor networks while focusing on
high-level security goals. In these languages, it is possible to specify a system design
in terms of components and their interactions, as well as security properties such as
constraints, requirements, or threats. The MAL framework [11] that Papers B and
C are based on differs from the aforementioned languages in terms of the intended
scope of the analysis. MAL aims to provide causality-based security predictions
about a system. It supports analysis of the system design, and also the quality of
the later security control implementation within the system, instead of producing a
formally verified design [11].

One of the sub-domains of model-driven security engineering focuses on threat
modeling. According to the SLR on threat modeling conducted in Paper A, most

7



8 Related Work

threat modeling methods can be categorized as follows: manual, automatic, formal,
and graphical modeling methods. Moreover, these different method types can
be used in combination. From the system evaluation perspective, through threat
modeling, the system architecture is represented and analyzed, potential security
threats are identified, and appropriate mitigation techniques are selected [25, 26].
Whereas, from the application development perspective, threat modeling is often
used to assist software engineers in identifying and documenting potential security
threats associated with a software product, and providing development teams
with a systematic way of discovering strengths and weaknesses in their software
applications [27]. Some methods focus on threat modeling as a process to analyze the
security and vulnerabilities of an application or network services [28], and provide
a systematic way to identify threats that might compromise security, which is a
widely-accepted practice by the industry [29].

Paper B relates to the model-driven security engineering with the threat modeling
language for enterprise systems that is proposed, which is based on the MITRE
Enterprise ATT&CK Matrix1 and is a MAL-based DSL that describes attackers’
behaviors in order to measure the resilience of an enterprise system against various
cyber attacks. Based on a system model and using available tools, the language
enables the analysis of weaknesses related to known attack techniques and provides
mitigation suggestions for these attacks.

2.2 Attack/Defense Graphs

Several model-driven approaches are based on attack trees. The concept of attack
trees is commonly attributed to Bruce Schneier [30, 31]. Formal foundations of
attack trees are laid by Mauw and Oostdijk [32], and the framework is further
extended to include defenses by Kordy et al. [33]. Since then, many attack-graph-
based methods (e.g., [34–37]) have been presented. These theoretical descriptions
led to the development of different tools using attack graphs. Most of these tools
collect information about existing systems and then automatically create an attack
graph. For instance, MulVAL [38] derives logical attack graphs by associating the
vulnerabilities extracted from scans with a probability that expresses the likelihood
of an attacker is to exploit them successfully. k-Zero Day Safety [39] extends MulVAL
to compute zero-day attack graphs. The topological vulnerability analysis (TVA)
tool [40] models networks in terms of security conditions and uses an information
base of exploits as transitions between these security conditions. Similarly, NetSecu-
ritas [41] composes the scanner output and known exploits to generate attack graphs
and corresponding security recommendations. In [42], a prototype is proposed for
automatically generating attack graphs using the MITRE ATT&CK for industrial
control systems (ICS)2 to execute adversary behavior.

1https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/enterprise/
2https://collaborate.mitre.org/attackics/

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/enterprise/
https://collaborate.mitre.org/attackics/
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Furthermore, these attack graphs can be extended to probabilistic attack graphs.
For example, Frigault et al. [43] use the TVA tool to generate attack graphs and
transform them into dynamic Bayesian networks. They also enrich them with prob-
abilities using the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) scores. Similarly,
Wang et al. [44] propose an attack-graph-based probabilistic metric for network
security by combining the measurements of individual vulnerabilities obtained from
existing metrics into an overall score of the network, where individual scores can be
obtained by converting the vulnerability scores provided by existing standards (e.g.,
CVSS score) into probabilities.

Previous work, including CySeMoL [45], P2CySeMoL [10], and pwnPr3d [46] also
employ architectural modeling, in which attacks and defenses are coupled to system
architecture objects and are probabilistically related by Bayesian networks. Their
design essentially involves creating a qualitative structure (assets, attacks, defenses,
and associations) and populating this qualitative structure with quantitative data
that describes the likelihood of different attacks to succeed in the presence or absence
of different defenses. However, these approaches are implemented in hard coded
format, which makes them difficult to change and reuse [11]. Therefore, MAL is
proposed as a meta language to create MAL-based languages, which subsequently
can be re-used by people with less security expertise to automatically assess the
security of specific systems [11].

To date, several MAL-based languages have been proposed. However, a common
issue among these languages is that only a few attack steps and defenses are
assigned probability distributions that describe the efforts required for an attacker
to compromise a certain attack step and the probability that a defense is effective. In
addition, studies that have assessed such probability distributions are scarce [16]. To
bridge this gap, Paper C proposes a method for assigning probability distributions to
attack steps and defenses of MAL-based languages. Moreover, it can potentially useful
for other attack-graph-based approaches. This will yield more realistic simulation
results that can help stakeholders to determine optimal security settings, which can
be implemented to secure a system more effectively.

2.3 IT System Security Assessment

Attack steps taken by attackers represent the actual exploitable vulnerabilities.
There are multiple vulnerability databases where vulnerabilities have been collected
and are publicly available. These can be used for the security modeling of various
systems. For example, the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE)3 system is used
to categorize and define software weaknesses; it provides information about what a
vulnerability is, and what its underlying software weakness is [47]. The system is
integrated into the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)4 by classifying

3https://cwe.mitre.org/
4https://cve.mitre.org/

https://cwe.mitre.org/
https://cve.mitre.org/
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and categorizing the vulnerabilities and exposures. The CVSS framework5 is the
most commonly used system for assessing software vulnerabilities, and the CVSS
scores in the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) database are trustworthy [48].
The CVSS framework is used by the NVD to distinguish between dangerous and
less dangerous vulnerabilities [47]; the CVSS base score is based on six metrics,
where the access vector, access complexity, and authentication metrics capture how
a vulnerability can be accessed and whether additional conditions are required
to exploit the vulnerability. Additionally, the three impact metrics (i.e., impact
of confidentiality, integrity, and availability) measure how a vulnerability can be
exploited to compromise an IT-related asset by affecting the confidentiality, integrity,
and availability (CIA) of systems and their data.

The MITRE Enterprise ATT&CK Matrix6 is a knowledge base of adversary
tactics and techniques that describe adversary behaviors in order to measure the
resilience of an enterprise system against various cyber attacks [7]. In Paper B, the
MITRE Enterprise ATT&CK Matrix serves as a knowledge base for the designed
threat modeling language. The MITRE ATT&CK database contains the following
useful information for a threat modeling language: assets (e.g., computer, service,
OS, firewall, internal and external networks), attack steps (e.g., spearphishing
attachment, user execution, and data destruction), and defenses (e.g., privileged
account management, execution prevention, and network segmentation).

Some existing studies have used publicly available vulnerability sources. Johnson
et al. [48] study the credibility of CVSS scores in five leading vulnerability databases
and found that the CVSS is a robust system that can be trusted. It also provides
a baseline, that is, the average values of the CVSS base metrics, for comparing
results. In addition, Ling et al. [49] conduct an SLR to identify the information
sources that can be used for threat modeling of power systems. In particular,
six different information sources are found, namely, expert knowledge, logs and
alerts, previous research, system states, vulnerability scoring and databases, and
vulnerability scanners.

Treetippayaruk and Senivongse [50] propose a method that assesses the security
vulnerabilities of the installed and the latest software versions used based on the
CVSS score, and then determined whether a software version upgrade is needed.
Focusing on embedded systems, Välja et al. [51] conduct an empirical study to
identify common software weaknesses by gathering data from online databases,
including the NVD and ICS-CERT7. The authors use CVSS scores and CWEs in
relation to each CVE they found.

Paper F presents an empirical study that uses the NVD to identify common
security vulnerabilities (i.e., CVEs) discovered in vehicles. Each CVE is analyzed in
terms of its software weakness type (i.e., CWE) and severity score (i.e., CVSS score).
The analysis results show that approximately 50% of the vulnerabilities fall into the

5https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln-metrics/cvss
6https://attack.mitre.org/
7https://www.us-cert.gov/ics/advisories-by-vendor

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln-metrics/cvss
https://attack.mitre.org/
https://www.us-cert.gov/ics/advisories-by-vendor
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medium severity category; the three most common software weaknesses are reported
to be protection mechanism failure, buffer errors, and information disclosure. This
work can serve as input for the threat modeling and attack simulations of connected
vehicles [13,52] by providing vehicle-specific attacks and countermeasures. Therefore,
these studies can help to provide more accurate simulation results.





Chapter 3

Research Design

This section describes the methodological aspects that have guided the work in this
thesis. Details of how the included work has been conducted can be found in Papers
A to F, and the designed artifacts are described in Chapter 4.

3.1 Design Science Research

Design science research (DSR) is a widely applied and accepted means of developing
artifacts in information systems research. It offers a systematic structure for devel-
oping artifacts, such as constructs, models, methods, or instances [53]. In contrast
to the natural science research methods that are appropriate for studying existing
and emergent phenomena, problems that require creative, novel, and innovative
solutions can be more effectively addressed using DSR [54].

Because the main purpose of this thesis is to enhance the cyber resilience of IT
systems through threat modeling, the application of DSR is appropriate for guiding
the development of artifacts to fulfill the underlying goals specified in Section 1.1. To
choose a DSR methodology well-suited for planning the research in this thesis, a set
of technological rules proposed by Venable et al. [55] are studied. The methodology
proposed by Peffers et al. [56] is chosen because the scientific results (i.e., attack
simulation results) have to be objective. The DSR guidelines of Peffers [56] are split
into six individual steps: 1) identify problems and motivations, 2) define objectives,
3) design and development, 4) demonstration, 5) evaluation, and 6) communication.
A description of how the included papers correspond to these DSR process steps is
shown in Figure 3.1.

Identify Problem and Motivate

Because cyber security is a key concern for IT systems [1], it is necessary to increase
the security level of IT systems to make them more resistant to cyber attacks. This
goal can be achieved by modeling threats to essential IT assets, the associated
attacks, and their mitigations [57].

13
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Figure 3.1: A description of how the included papers correspond to the DSR process
steps.

The concrete research problems are identified through an SLR on threat modeling
conducted in Paper A. The results show that most of the threat modeling still
needs to be done manually, and there is limited assurance of their validations. In
addition, quantitative threat modeling techniques are rarely used. Therefore, there is
scope and need for developing quantitative threat modeling methods. The identified
problems are further formulated and motivated in the work presented in Papers B
to F. To address these problems, the research questions (RQs) of this thesis are as
follows:

• RQ1: What is the state of research in threat modeling?

• RQ2: How can potential attacks to enterprise systems be modeled in a way that
enables security assessment of system model instances and fosters a higher
degree of cyber resilience?

• RQ3: How can probability distributions be assigned to attack steps and defenses
in attack simulation languages?
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• RQ4: How can the correct functionality of threat modeling languages be en-
sured?

• RQ5: How can known vehicle attacks be modeled for connected vehicles?

• RQ6: What are the common security vulnerabilities discovered in vehicles and
their corresponding software weakness types and severity scores?

Define Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to enhance the cyber resilience of IT systems,
especially that of enterprise systems and connected vehicles, through threat modeling.
The objectives of Papers A to F are to fulfill the main objective mentioned in Section
1.1.

To assess and enhance the security of enterprise systems, the security-related
assets of enterprise systems need to be understood. In addition, the potential threats
to these assets and the mitigation methods against these threats need to be identified.
One main challenge is that the collected information needs to be processed and
modeled in a language using an approach that models the potential attacks and
their consequences (RQ2 ). Moreover, for these threat models to produce simulation
results that reflect real-world attacks and their consequences, a method to assign
probability distributions to the attack steps and defenses is needed (RQ3 ).

To assess and enhance the security of connected vehicles, it is necessary to
model known vehicle attacks that reflect how an attacker can compromise various
assets of a vehicle and the countermeasures that can be implemented to secure
the vehicle more effectively (RQ5 ). For these vehicle models to accurately model
potential vehicle attacks and their outcomes, common security vulnerabilities in
vehicles need to be identified, their consequences need to be analyzed, and finally, the
mitigation methods against the underlying software weaknesses of these identified
vulnerabilities need to be identified (RQ6 ).

Design and Development

The construction process of the threat modeling language developed in Paper B
for enterprise systems (i.e., enterpriseLang) includes three steps: 1) extracting
information (i.e., assets, threats, and mitigations) from the MITRE Enterprise
ATT&CK Matrix, 2) converting the extracted information into MAL files, and 3)
combining the created files into one language. An illustration of how various resources
contribute to enterpriseLang and how enterpriseLang can be practically used is
illustrated in Figure 3.2, where the MAL framework [11] is used as the underlying
modeling framework that defines the required information about a system and
specifies the generic attack logic. Moreover, the MITRE ATT&CK Matrix is used as
a knowledge base for providing the required information. In addition, a metamodel
containing essential enterprise IT assets and associations is created during the
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Figure 3.2: Contributions of various resources to enterpriseLang and its practical
usability for enterprise systems [7].

construction process (see Figure 4.1). Furthermore, to model an enterprise system
using the designed artifact, a tool called securiCAD [9] is employed.

In the first iteration, enterpriseLang designed and presented in Paper B focuses
on modeling the security-related assets of enterprise systems, and identifying possible
attacks (i.e., attack steps) to the system assets and their mitigations (i.e., defenses).
In the second iteration, the artifact is developed further by adding probability
distributions to these attack steps and defenses to estimate the efforts required
by attackers to exploit these attack steps. Paper C describes the designed method
for assigning probability distributions in these threat modeling languages, which
is composed of three sub-processes: 1) collecting information for the domain in
which the MAL-based language takes place, 2) evaluating the sources through credi-
bility assessment, and 3) interpreting and converting information into probability
distributions.

Papers B and C can be related to most of the PASTA process [12], where the
construction process of enterpriseLang can be mapped to the first six stages of the
PASTA process. For instance, the application decomposition action in PASTA is
related to identifying the enterprise system assets. Because the designed method
presented in Paper C provides essential input for the risk and impact analysis, it can
be placed in the corresponding stage. Using the method can produce quantitative
simulation results that are similar to the output of risk and impact analysis (i.e.,
quantitative risk analysis).

Paper E presents the two vehicle models developed for modeling known vehicle
attacks: the 2014 Jeep Cherokee model and the 2015 Cadillac Escalade model. It
includes the following steps: 1) identifying the main assets in the vehicles under attack,
2) creating vehicle models by connecting these assets, 3) assigning security settings
for each asset, including the consequences of an attack, and defenses implemented
for the asset; and 4) conducting attack simulations based on the vehicle models
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using the simulation tool securiCAD [9].
Paper F presents an empirical study conducted to identify common security

vulnerabilities discovered in vehicles, including: 1) searching for vulnerability infor-
mation in NVD, collecting publicly available vulnerabilities in NVD, 3) collecting
CVSS base metrics and CWE information, and 4) analyzing vulnerabilities in terms
of their CVSS metrics and weakness types (i.e., CWE).

Demonstration

To demonstrate the artifacts designed in response to RQ2 and RQ3, Paper B presents
threat models for real-world cyber attacks and attack simulations using enterprise-
Lang. The simulation results show the attack and defense steps for the relevant
system model assets and their associations. To demonstrate the proposed method,
Paper C presents a method for adding probability distributions to enterpriseLang,
which could produce more realistic simulation results that reflect potential attacks
and their consequences when compared to real-world attacks.

To demonstrate the artifact developed in response to RQ5, Paper E presents two
models of known vehicle attacks developed using an existing threat modeling tool
called securiCAD [9], which allows attack simulations based on two vehicle models.
The simulation results include a risk matrix that reveals the vehicle components
under severe security risks, attack paths from the entry point of an attacker to
various points of the vehicles, and TTC graphs representing the effort required for
an attacker to compromise various points of the vehicles.

Evaluation

According to Peffers et al. [56], the evaluation step involves observing and measuring
how successfully an artifact is created as a solution for the identified problem.
Five methods can be used to evaluate the designed artifacts, namely, observations,
analysis, experiments, tests, and descriptions [53]. Table 3.1 presents an overview of
the design evaluation methods considered in this thesis.

In response to RQ4, enterpriseLang in Paper B is first evaluated using 79 test
cases (similar to functional testing) to check whether the attack simulations executed
by enterpriseLang behave as expected and that the attacks and potential defenses
are modeled accurately. Subsequently, two enterprise system models of known real-
world cyber attacks are created to determine: 1) whether the attack techniques used
by them are present in enterpriseLang and behaved as expected, and 2) whether
enterpriseLang could provide security assessments and suggest security settings
to be implemented for the system models. The results show that enterpriseLang
behaves as expected, and that the attacks and potential defenses could be modeled
accurately. In addition, the techniques used in both attack scenarios are present in
enterpriseLang and behave as expected.

In Paper C, the method designed for assigning probability distributions is used
for enterpriseLang. In response to RQ4, the method is first evaluated by one team
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Table 3.1: The design evaluation methods [53] applied in this thesis.

Methods Types Applied in this thesis
Observation Case Study

Field Study
Analytical Static Analysis Paper D

Architecture Analysis
Optimization
Dynamic Analysis

Experimental Controlled Experiment
Simulation Papers B and C

Testing Functional Testing Paper B
Structural Testing Paper D

Descriptive Informed Argument
Scenarios Papers B and C

of enterpriseLang developers and reviewed by two other MAL language developers.
The feedback provided by them concerns the applicability of the method in other
domains, for example, ICSs, where there are fewer published sources available due
to confidentiality in critical infrastructure. Then, the designed method is evaluated
by modeling and simulating a known cyber attack using enterpriseLang with binary
relations and using probability distributions. The evaluation results show that
enterpriseLang with probability distributions can provide more realistic simulation
results that reflect the effort needed to perform a real-world attack.

To ensure the correct functionality of these MAL-based languages (RQ4 ), a
method for quality assessment of threat modeling languages is proposed in Paper D.
First, a set of design guidelines [58–60] is used to investigate whether the resulting
artifact (e.g., enterpriseLang) follows the principles of good language design. Then,
a quantitative assessment is conducted by creating test cases and assessing the
test coverage [8]. Thus far, 84.6% of the referred design guidelines are met, and
enterpriseLang has achieved a percentage of 94.7% partial asset coverage. However,
there is no observation method applied to evaluate the threat modeling work (see
Table 3.1).

Communication

The designed artifacts in this thesis are communicated by the publications of
the papers themselves, the peer review process of the journals and conferences,
and conference presentations (including academic conferences and non-academic
conferences such as CS3STHLM1). In addition, enterpriseLang is an open-source

1https://cs3sthlm.se/program/presentations/simon-wenjun/

https://cs3sthlm.se/program/presentations/simon-wenjun/
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project, and the entire code base of enterpriseLang, including instructions on how
to use it, is publicly available from the GitHub repository2.

3.2 Work Progress

The content of this thesis is the result of an approximately four year-long iterative
process. The research started with Paper A, providing the underlying arguments
for the threat modeling method applied in Papers B to E. Paper E presents the
application of the method studied in Paper A by combining threat modeling and
attack simulations for vehicle models. Paper F describes the study conducted to
identify security vulnerabilities discovered in vehicles for these vehicle models to
accurately model potential vehicle attacks and their outcomes. Papers B and C focus
on securing enterprise systems by designing a threat modeling language that allows
analyzing weaknesses related to known attacks. Paper D describes the evaluation of
these threat modeling languages, and is the last one written.

2https://github.com/mal-lang/enterpriseLang

https://github.com/mal-lang/enterpriseLang




Chapter 4

Results and Contribution

The purpose of this thesis is to offer support for securing IT systems through threat
modeling methods. The outputs (i.e., simulation results) can be used to investigate
security settings and architectural changes that can be implemented to secure the
systems more effectively. The focus is on enterprise systems and connected vehicles.

4.1 Results

The main result of this thesis is a threat modeling method for enhancing the cyber
resilience of IT systems. The first step is to investigate the concept of threat modeling,
the state-of-the-art work in threat modeling, and the application of threat modeling
methods. An SLR on threat modeling is conducted, and the results are described
in Section 4.1.1. There are two means to secure IT systems using threat modeling:
1) design a threat modeling tool, for example, a DSL that enables quantitative
security analysis for system models automatically, and 2) use an existing threat
modeling tool to automate the quantitative security analysis for system models.
The former one is applied on enterprise systems (cf. Section 4.1.2), and the latter
one is applied on connected vehicles (cf. Section 4.1.3). Finally, an evaluation of the
threat modeling work is presented in Section 4.1.4. The following sections describe
the contributions of this thesis in detail.

4.1.1 Literature Review on Threat Modeling
Paper A presents an SLR on threat modeling. Because threat modeling is a domain
that lacks common ground [6], the goal of this work is to investigate what threat
modeling is, and what is the state-of-the-art work in this field. To obtain a reasonable
cover of the literature on threat modeling, systematic queries are run on four leading
scientific databases.

This is the first SLR on the topic of threat modeling, which follows a strict and
transparent review methodology [61–63]. 176 articles are assessed from four leading
scientific databases - IEEE Xplore, Scopus, Springer link, and Web of Science,
wherein the search terms “threat model”, “threat modeling”, and “threat modelling”

21
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are used and refined by topics “cyber security”, “network security”, “IT security”,
“ICT security”, or “information security”. Finally, 54 of these are selected for further
analysis.

It is found that there are several definitions of threat modeling, and that they
are used in many different and slightly incompatible ways. A widely applicable
definition of threat modeling is given by Uzunov and Fernandez [64], who state
that “threat modeling is a process that can be used to analyze potential attacks or
threats, and can also be supported by threat libraries or attack taxonomies.” Most
threat modeling methods can be categorized into manual modeling and automatic
modeling, as well as formal modeling and graphical modeling. From the perspective
of application development, threat modeling is often used to assist software engineers
in identifying and documenting potential security threats associated with a software
product, thus providing development teams with a systematic way of discovering
strengths and weaknesses in their software applications. Furthermore, these threat
modeling methods can be evaluated through theoretical methods, such as simulation
analysis and examples, and empirical methods such as case studies, interviews, and
expert reviews.

It is identified that most work on threat modeling is still manually performed,
which can be time-consuming and error-prone; therefore, there is scope and a need
for more automatic threat modeling methods. In addition, there is limited validation
of the proposed methods, which is important to ensure the outcome of the work.
The research directions proposed for threat modeling also include implementing
threat modeling as a software tool and integrating defenses into threat modeling.
Furthermore, new attack categories should be derived because new kinds of threats
and vulnerabilities will arise along with the evolution of technologies.

4.1.2 Cyber Security Threat Modeling for Enterprise Systems
Paper B presents a MAL-based DSL designed for enterprise systems called enterprise-
Lang. The design of enterpriseLang is based on the MITRE Enterprise ATT&CK
Matrix; it extracts the following information needed for threat modeling: system
assets, attack steps, and defenses. enterpriseLang also allows attack simulations on
modeled systems and analysis of weaknesses related to known attacks [7].

An example of how enterpriseLang is defined is provided here.

asset UserAccount {
| userCredentials

}
asset Linux {

& bashHistory
-> userAccount.userCredentials

# operatingSystemConfiguration
-> bashHistory

}
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Figure 4.1: The enterpriseLang metamodel containing enterprise assets and associa-
tions [2, 7].

associations {
UserAccount [userAccount] 1 <--Accesses--> * [linux] Linux
}

In the aforementioned example, bashHistory on Linux can be performed by an
attacker and can be defended by operatingSystemConfiguration. If the defense is
disabled (i.e., its value is False), userCredentials of the UserAccount can be reached,
which enables an attack on the userCredentials of the connected UserAccount asset.
By contrast, if the defense is enabled, the userCredentials step will not be reached.
Furthermore, userCredentials itself can also be an entry point for an attack, for
example, if the attacker has already obtained a UserAccount, which may lead to
other attack steps that are not shown in this example. A detailed overview1 of MAL
is provided in the original MAL paper [11].

In total, enterpriseLang contains 12 assets and 10 inherited assets. The enter-
priseLang metamodel, which contains enterprise assets and associations, is shown in
Figure 4.1.

To implement enterpriseLang to assess the cyber security of an enterprise system,
it is first loaded into a simulation tool called securiCAD [9]. Then, a system model
is created by specifying the system assets, their associations and defenses, and the
attacker’s entry point. When attack simulations are run on the system model, the
various attacks that the system is vulnerable to can be discovered, and possible
mitigation strategies can be tested. The shortest path that can be taken by attackers

1https://mal-lang.org

https://mal-lang.org
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Figure 4.2: Instantiation and use of enterpriseLang for to-be scenario decision
making [7].

from the entry point to various other points in the modeled system can be explored
together with potential mitigations throughout the path.

Stakeholders can assess the security of their as-is model and prioritize the security
settings by changing them in to-be system models and observing the changes in the
simulation results, for example, how an attack path can be disrupted, as shown in
Figure 4.2.

Therefore, by performing attack simulations using enterpriseLang on a system
model, stakeholders can assess known threats to their enterprise according to the
simulation results. Moreover, these simulations can be used to investigate security
settings and architectural changes that can be implemented to secure the system
more effectively.

enterpriseLang is validated by a set of test cases and the modeling of known
attack scenarios. To demonstrate enterpriseLang, the 2015 Ukraine power grid
attack [65] is used as an example.

The 2015 Ukraine power grid attack is identified as a coordinated attack and
resulted in hours of blackouts for approximately 225,000 people in various parts of
Ukraine. Figure 4.3 shows the attack graph of the Ukraine cyber attack; all of the
attack steps are present and behave as expected. The arrows indicate the potential
target attack step after reaching each step, and together they constitute a complete
attack path. There are three main results for this attack, which are indicated by
red lines: fileDeletion, systemShutdownOrReboot, and serviceStop.
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Figure 4.3: Attack graph representation of the Ukraine cyber attack. Excerpt from
the generic attack graph of enterpriseLang [7].

By conducting attack simulations for the system model (see Figure 4.4(a)) of the
Ukraine cyber attack case, Figure 4.4(b) shows one of the critical attack paths that
results in systemShutdownOrReboot from the simulation results. Possible defense
steps that can be implemented to interrupt this attack path are indicated by green
circles. In addition, the width of the lines between the attack and defense steps
indicates the probability of the attack path. In this case, the lines are shown to be
of equal width owing to the lack of probabilistic distributions assigned to attack
steps and defenses for the version of enterpriseLang presented in Paper B.

enterpriseLang intends to help stakeholders to make better security decisions.
For example, when the Firewall is enabled to LimitAccessToResourceOverNetwork,
attackers will be blocked from using ExternalRemoteServices to access the SCADA
environment. As a result, the attack can be stopped at the InfectedComputer step
(see Figure 4.4(b)).

enterpriseLang provides security assessments and analysis of the security settings
that can be implemented. Using the simulation results, different security settings can
be compared to select a to-be scenario that has suitable attack resilience. However,
enterpriseLang with binary relations (as presented in Paper B) assumes that all
attack steps reachable by attackers can be performed instantly, while successful
real-world attacks usually require a certain effort.

A common issue for new MAL-based languages is that only a few attack steps
and defenses have probability distributions, which describe the efforts required for
an attacker to compromise a certain attack step and the probability that a defense is
effective. It is essential to define probability distributions for most attack steps and
defenses of MAL-based languages to provide more realistic simulation results for the
system model instances. However, studies assessing such probability distributions
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(a) Model of Ukraine system

(b) Attack path to shut down the electricity supply system

Figure 4.4: Threat modeling and attack simulations for the Ukraine cyber attack [7].

are scarce and often rely on security experts to model them [16].
To address this gap, Paper C presents a method designed to assign probability

distributions to the attack steps and defenses of MAL-based languages.
As is shown in Figure 4.5, threat modeling work included in this thesis can

be mapped to the overall PASTA process [12]. As mentioned earlier, PASTA is a
seven-stage threat modeling methodology that addresses the most viable threats to
an application or system environment. For example, the application decomposition
action in PASTA is related to identifying assets in the development of MAL-based
languages such as enterpriseLang [7]. The method designed in Paper C provides
essential input for the risk and impact analysis in the form of the effort required by
an attacker to perform a certain attack step. Using this method, one can produce
quantitative simulation results that are similar to the output of risk and impact
analysis (i.e., quantitative risk analysis).
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Figure 4.5: Threat modeling work included in this thesis mapped to the PASTA
process (similar to [2]).

Figure 4.6: Attack path to perform data exfiltration [2].

By applying the method for assigning probability distributions to enterpriseLang,
a new version is proposed (i.e., enterpriseLang with distributions) in Paper C. A
model of a real-world attack2 is used to compare the two versions. In this attack,
password spraying is used as a brute force against organizations. This type of attack
can have a severe impact on networked systems, including the loss of sensitive
information and disruption to regular operations. The shortest attack path from
the entry point to the dataExfiltration step is shown in Figure 4.6.

2https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/TA18-086A

https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/TA18-086A
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(a) enterpriseLang with binary relations (b) enterpriseLang with distributions

Figure 4.7: Simulation result comparison of the global TTC to get user rights on a
specific user account [2].

To evaluate the method proposed in Paper C, the simulation results provided
by enterpriseLang with binary relations and with probability distributions are
compared by calculating the global TTC of compromising userRights. According to
the MAL framework [11], rational attackers would select the shortest path to reach
various attack steps. Therefore, the global TTC of compromising userRights is an
estimate of the shortest time required by attackers to move from the entry point
spearphishingViaService to userRights, where the local TTC values of each step are
sampled from their assigned probability distributions.

As shown in Figure 4.7(a), when enterpriseLang with binary relations is used,
the global TTC of compromising userRights has a maximum success rate of 0%
when multiFactorAuthentication is enabled. When enterpriseLang with probability
distributions is used (see Figure 4.7(b)), the global TTC of compromising userRights
has a maximum success rate of 29% when multiFactorAuthentication is enabled,
and the attack step can be reached within 26 days.

The simulation results provided by these two versions are compared to a real-
world attack3, which indicates that 29% of users submitted their credentials after
clicking the spearphishing link. Therefore, enterpriseLang with distributions (see
Figure 4.7(b)) provides a similar result for the effort needed to perform this attack.
Thus, enterpriseLang with probability distributions can provide more realistic global
TTC values than enterpriseLang with binary relations.

3https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/cyber-security-report-reveals-fa
ctors-that-contribute-to-high-click-rates-and-high-risk-of-credential-theft
-300995105.html

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/cyber-security-report-reveals-factors-that-contribute-to-high-click-rates-and-high-risk-of-credential-theft-300995105.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/cyber-security-report-reveals-factors-that-contribute-to-high-click-rates-and-high-risk-of-credential-theft-300995105.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/cyber-security-report-reveals-factors-that-contribute-to-high-click-rates-and-high-risk-of-credential-theft-300995105.html
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4.1.3 Cyber Security Threat Modeling for Connected Vehicles

Modern vehicles contain more than 100 electronic control units (ECUs) that manage
brakes, airbags, and parts of the engine. These are often connected to the Internet,
making them vulnerable to cyber attacks. There are known vehicle vulnerabilities
that have been reported, for example, in NVD. One famous example of exploiting
vehicle vulnerabilities is when two ethical hackers acquired remote control of a Jeep
Cherokee4.

In Paper E, the combination of threat modeling and attack simulations is applied
to proactively deal with security issues in connected vehicles. First, the main assets
in a connected vehicle are identified, including ECUs, SoftwareProducts, Dataflows,
Protocols, and Networks.

According to a survey presented in [66], the two most hackable vehicle models are
the 2014 Jeep Cherokee and 2015 Cadillac Escalade. These two vehicle models are
used in Paper E to simulate vehicle attacks. In this thesis, the 2014 Jeep Cherokee
model is used as an example. First, the Jeep Cherokee system was modeled using
the information presented in [66]. The network topology is shown in Figure 4.8(a).
This viewpoint contains two Controller Area Networks (CAN), that is, CAN-C and
CAN-IHS, and one Local Interconnect Network (LIN). A RADIO box is connected
to the two CANs. Moreover, a body control module (BCM) connects the two CANs
and one LIN. BCM serves to ensure the information exchange at different data
transmission rates in each network and acts as a gateway among different networks.
The Attacker is added to Internet, indicating the entry point of a real-world
vehicle attack [67].

The dataflow viewpoint of the vehicle model (see Figure 4.8(b)) shows that the
network Protocols are connected to their corresponding Dataflows. Communication
between the ECUs are regulated and all messages from the ECUs connected to the
CAN are broadcasted.

The studied vehicle applies a SoftwareProduct called AUTOSAR5, which defines
the functions of the ECUs. Therefore, the security settings in the threat model for
the ECUs and SoftwareProducts (i.e., AUTOSAR) are set based on the AUTOSAR
documentation6. These are detailed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

A Network has mitigations including DNSSec, PortSecurity, and Static ARP
Tables, which are TCP/IP-related. For the two CAN Networks of the vehicle model
(see Figure 4.8(a)), the defense DNSSec is disabled because the CAN Network has no
security measurements enabled. Moreover, both Services and Clients connected
to ECUs have the defense Patched enabled because the Internet connection provides
software support and patch availability.

A Protocol is connected to Dataflow and provides different security implemen-
tation options for network communication. The security measurements available
are Authenticated, Encrypted, and Nonce, where Authenticated is disabled from

4https://www.wired.com/2015/07/hackers-remotely-kill-jeep-highway/
5https://www.autosar.org/
6https://www.autosar.org/standards/classic-platform/

https://www.wired.com/2015/07/hackers-remotely-kill-jeep-highway/
https://www.autosar.org/
https://www.autosar.org/standards/classic-platform/
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Table 4.1: ECU security settings [52].

Defense Description Source for decision Decision
ASLR Address space layout

randomization (ASLR)
fortifies against buffer
overflow attacks

Not implemented in
AUTOSAR classic

Disabled

AntiMalware It detects, removes and
deters malware attacks

Not implemented Disabled

DEP Data Execution Pre-
vention (DEP) protects
against buffer overflow
by making memory ar-
eas non-executable

Not implemented in
AUTOSAR classic

Disabled

Hardened The procedures wherein
unused services, ports,
and hardware outlets are
disabled

The open ports in the
radio box are found
by Miller and Valasek

Disabled for RADIO in
the Jeep model; en-
abled for other ECUs
for both models

HostFirewall A firewall controls
whether dataflow is
blocked or allowed
between hosts

No public informa-
tion is available about
how OEMs configure
their firewalls

Unset

Patched The host has the latest
security updates

An Internet con-
nection provides
improved software
support and patch
availability

Patched with proba-
bility=50% for BCM in
both two models; en-
abled for other ECUs

Properly
Config-
ured

The asset is properly
configured with regard
to access control

No information avail-
able

Unset

Static
ARP
Tables

IP address is mapped to
MAC address to avoid
spoofing

Only available for
Ethernet

Disabled
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(a) Network topology viewpoint (b) Dataflow viewpoint

Figure 4.8: Threat modeling for the 2014 Jeep Cherokee model [68].

Table 4.2: SoftwareProduct security settings [52].

Defense Description Source for decision Decision
HasVendor
Support

Whether the software product is
supported and has access to patches

The model has an
Internet connection
and is assumed to be
supported

Enabled

NoPatchable
Vulnerability

Whether the software product has
no patchable vulnerabilities

No information
available

Unset

NoUnPatchable
Vulnerability

Whether the software product has
no unpatchable vulnerabilities

No information
available

Unset

SafeLanguages Software product is developed in
languages that perform checking to
reduce the risk of buffer overflow

No information
available

Unset

Scrutinized Whether the software has been
thoroughly tested and checked for
vulnerabilities

No information
available

Unset

SecretBinary Whether there is access to the bi-
nary by an attacker who can then
detect vulnerabilities (no access to
the binary makes it impossible to
find new vulnerabilities)

No information
available

Unset

SecretSource Whether the source code is a secret
source

AUTOSAR is an
open-source

Disabled

StaticCode
Analysis

Whether there is a code analysis
tool to find vulnerabilities and bugs

No information
available

Unset
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the security settings of the CAN network Protocol according to the source7. The
other defenses are unset because no information sources are available for them.

Consequences for some attacks of the vehicle model are set to calculate the risk
matrix (an example is shown in Figure 4.10). The set values and underlying reasons
are as follows.

• Consequences of compromising Engine control and Transmission and Brake
control ECUs are set to 10 because these ECUs are safety-critical. In other words,
when these ECUs are compromised, fatal road accidents may occur.

• Consequence of compromising RADIO is set to 3 considering that it is not so
safety-critical.

• Consequence of a DoS attack on CAN-C Network is set to 9, because a DoS
attack can shut down the access to ECUs of the network, and consequently,
lead to fatal road accidents.

• Consequence of a replay attack on CAN-C Network is set to 10, which repre-
sents the actual attack [67].

The simulation results obtained by conducting attack simulations based on the
vehicle model and security settings, revealed one critical attack path, i.e., the replay
attack, on the CAN-C Network (see Figure 4.9). This reflects a real-world attack
where the radio box was compromised by two ethical hackers, enabling them to
compromise the CAN-C network remotely [67]. The green circles represent the
security settings that can be implemented to enhance the attack resilience of the
vehicle model.

The simulation results also include a risk matrix that visualizes the risks in a
diagram and is the result of multiplying probability and impact on all attack steps.
This reflects the severity of the attacks on the system model. With the system
model and the security settings of the as-is 2014 Jeep Cherokee model, when the
hostFirewall is disabled, the replay attack on the CAN-C Dataflow is ranked as
critical (see Figure 4.10(a)). When the hostFirewall setting of the RADIO is enabled,
the to-be scenario of the 2014 Jeep Cherokee shows that the vehicle has a lower
risk (see Figure 4.10(b)). Therefore, enabling a firewall can be the next step toward
enhancing the resilience of this vehicle model.

Paper E also identifies that vehicle-specific studies on attacks and defenses
are still needed to produce more realistic simulation results. To address this, an
empirical study is conducted in Paper F to identify common security vulnerabilities
discovered in vehicles. Three vehicle-related terms, 30 common vehicle components
and networks, and 60 major original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are used

7https://can-newsletter.org/uploads/media/raw/d904c90ba599c668e9758ae558dcb845.
pdf

https://can-newsletter.org/uploads/media/raw/d904c90ba599c668e9758ae558dcb845.pdf
https://can-newsletter.org/uploads/media/raw/d904c90ba599c668e9758ae558dcb845.pdf
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Figure 4.9: Attack path of the 2014 Jeep Cherokee replay attack [68].

(a) Firewall disabled (b) Firewall enabled

Figure 4.10: Risk matrix of the simulation results for the Jeep Cherokee model [68].
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Figure 4.11: CVSS metric value distributions for capturing how the vulnerability is
accessed and whether additional conditions are required [47].

as search terms to identify common vehicle vulnerabilities (i.e., CVEs8) from the
NVD9.

In total, 44 vulnerabilities with unique CVE numbers are identified and further
analyzed. These identified 44 CVEs describe vulnerabilities related to various vehicle
components and networks, including keyless entry, Bluetooth, airbag, Telematics,
and CAN networks. OBD-II related components are found to have the largest
number of CVEs identified among all considered vehicle components, for example,
allowing remote attacks to execute arbitrary code.

To analyze the underlying causes of each vehicle vulnerability and the impact of
exploiting it, the severity score (i.e., CVSS v2.0 score10) and weakness type (i.e.,
CWE11) of each identified CVE are collected. According to the CVSS score analysis
results (see Figure 4.11), 52% of the identified CVEs can be remotely exploited,
66% of the CVEs can be exploited without specialized access conditions, and almost
all the vulnerabilities (40 out of 44) require no authentication.

The underlying weakness type of each vulnerability is also analyzed, and 21
unique CWE types are identified for the collected CVEs. According to Figure 4.12,
the three most commonly identified CWEs are protection mechanism failure (CWE-
693), buffer errors (CWE-119), and information disclosure (CWE-200). Possible
mitigations of the top 25% CWE types are provided and shown in Table 4.3.

The results of this study provide vehicle-specific vulnerabilities, weaknesses,
and countermeasures. This information can be used in threat modeling, potentially
producing more accurate simulation results, thus helping to secure vehicles more
effectively.

8https://cve.mitre.org/
9https://nvd.nist.gov/

10https://www.first.org/cvss/
11https://cwe.mitre.org/

https://cve.mitre.org/
https://nvd.nist.gov/
https://www.first.org/cvss/
https://cwe.mitre.org/
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Figure 4.12: Frequency of weakness types identified in this study [47].

Table 4.3: Top 25% of CWE types identified with possible mitigations [47].

CWE ID Count Description Mitigations
CWE-693 7 Protection Mechanism

Failure
Use intrusion detection systems; secure
communications between ECUs

CWE-119 4 Buffer Errors Use a language, or a vetted library, or
a framework that does not allow this
weakness to occur; use static analysis
tools

CWE-200 4 Information Leak/Dis-
closure

Set trust boundaries. Use privacy mech-
anisms

CWE-310 3 Cryptographic Issues Use strong cryptography and properly
manage the private key

CWE-264 2 Permissions, Privileges,
and Access Control

Design secure architecture

CWE-20 2 Input Validation Use static and dynamic analysis tools
to test the software
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Microsoft Office
Windows

Employee's Account

No executionPrevention
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Victim IT and OT
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Computer Router

No restrictWebBasedContent
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Google Chrome
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phishing - 
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maliciousLink dataEncrypted
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Connects

Figure 4.13: Example test case created based on a real-world attack for validating
enterpriseLang.

4.1.4 Evaluation of Threat Modeling Work

To evaluate the designed artifact to ensure that its functionality is correct, the
designed enterpriseLang presented in Paper B is evaluated by a group of test cases.
This is similar to functional testing in software engineering (see Table 3.1) and can
be used to verify whether enterpriseLang behaves as expected. Among the test cases,
a real-world attack12 that finally resulted in losing control of pipeline operations
is used as an example (see Figure 4.13). In this attack, attackers first sent macro
scripts from Microsoft Office files transmitted via email (i.e., spearphishingLink),
leveraging userExecution. Users clicking on the link resulted in the exploitation of a
service vulnerability; thus, the attackers obtained the initial access to the victim
organization’s IT network before pivoting to its OT network. The attackers then
deployed commodity ransomware to dataEncryptedForImpact on the IT and OT
networks. The code behind this test case is presented in the GitHub repository13.

The designed artifacts presented in Papers B and C are also evaluated by simu-
lating larger real-world attack scenarios (cf. Section 4.1.2 and Section 4.1.3), which
corresponds to the experimental and descriptive methods presented in Table 3.1.

Because designing DSLs for threat modeling and attack simulations is a new
concept [11], there is no unified evaluation method yet. To ensure the correct
functionality and increase the quality of these MAL-based DSLs, for example,
enterpriseLang, Paper D proposes a method for quality assessment of such languages.

First, a set of design guidelines [58–60] for DSLs is identified that can be used to
investigate whether the language development process follows the principles for good
language design, which is comparable to static analysis methods (see Table 3.1).

12https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-049a
13https://github.com/KTH-SSAS/enterpriseLang/blob/master/src/test/java/TestRansom

wareImpacting.java

https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-049a
https://github.com/KTH-SSAS/enterpriseLang/blob/master/src/test/java/TestRansomwareImpacting.java
https://github.com/KTH-SSAS/enterpriseLang/blob/master/src/test/java/TestRansomwareImpacting.java
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The guidelines used for the qualitative assessment can be categorized as follows:
language purpose, language realization, language content, concrete syntax, and
abstract syntax [58]. It is expected that each guideline can be applied to MAL-based
languages in three different ways: 1) the guideline is fulfilled, 2) the guideline is
generally not applicable, because it reflects aspects that are not influenced by the
MAL-based language design process, and 3) the guideline is not fulfilled and should
be further investigated. Concrete examples related to enterpriseLang for each of the
three types are as follows:

For the first type, one guideline states “Reflect only the necessary domain
concepts.” Because enterpriseLang is a threat modeling language and its assets are
extracted from the adversary techniques of the MITRE Enterprise ATT&CK Matrix,
it contains only the necessary domain concepts for enterprise systems. Thus, this
guideline is fulfilled.

Another guideline states “Prefer layout which does not affect translation from
concrete to abstract syntax.” enterpriseLang is designed based on the MAL framework;
accordingly, the syntax used is defined by this framework, and thus, this guideline
is not applicable.

A third guideline states “Compose existing languages where possible.” enterprise-
Lang is not designed based on any existing DSL; thus, this guideline is not fulfilled.
A possible way to follow this guideline would be to redesign enterpriseLang so that it
embeds an existing language, for example, coreLang [17]. coreLang contains the most
common IT entities and attack steps, and only enterprise system-specific capabilities
that are not covered by coreLang would need further implementation.

Test coverage can be performed as a quantitative assessment, which corresponds
to the structure testing method (see Table 3.1). This includes attack step coverage,
asset coverage, edge coverage, and defense coverage [8]. The calculated test coverage
percentage reflects the parts of the language that have not yet been fully tested, and
thus may function incorrectly. The results indicate whether additional test cases are
required. To date, a percentage of 94.7% partial asset coverage has been achieved
for enterpriseLang.

Based on the initial assessment results, the guidelines not fulfilled by enter-
priseLang can guide future improvements, and more test cases can be created for
the missing parts reflected by the test coverage value. However, the test coverage
method should not be used in isolation because it only covers the structural aspects.
Consequently, only design flaws can be identified from the developer’s viewpoint.
This leads to the fact that the users’ perspective is not reflected, and thus, missing
functionality will not be discovered. To overcome this, a set of test cases are created,
and several larger real-world attacks are modeled. This ensures that enterpriseLang
can model and simulate correctly.
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4.2 Contribution

This section summarizes the main contributions of this thesis. As a compilation
thesis, the details of the contributions can be found in Papers A to F in the second
part of the thesis.

• Literature review on threat modeling. This literature review is presented
in Paper A, and the results are presented in Section 4.1.1. The contributions
of Paper A are threefold: 1) it provides the first systematic literature review
on cyber security threat modeling, 2) it provides insight into threat modeling
methods and how these methods can be employed and evaluated, and 3) it
provides future research directions for threat modeling.

• Cyber security threat modeling for enterprise systems. The designed
threat modeling language and method for assigning probability distributions
are presented in Papers B and C, and the results are presented in Section 4.1.2.
The main contribution of Paper B is a threat modeling language for enterprise
systems with identified assets, attack steps, and defenses. Furthermore, the
main contribution of Paper C is a method for assigning probabilities to attack
simulation languages, such as enterpriseLang, in order to provide more realistic
simulation results.

• Cyber security threat modeling for connected vehicles. Vehicle models
developed based on known attacks are presented in Paper E. A study of security
vulnerabilities and software weaknesses found in vehicles is presented in Paper
F. The results are presented in Section 4.1.3. The main contribution of Paper
E is that it serves as a proof of concept of the approach of combining threat
modeling and attack simulations for vehicle systems, which indicates that the
approach can be useful. Furthermore, the main contribution of Paper F is to
identify vehicle-specific vulnerabilities, weaknesses, and countermeasures that
can help develop more accurate vehicle threat models in order to provide more
accurate security assessments.

• Evaluation of threat modeling and attack simulation languages. The
evaluation of threat modeling and attack simulation languages is addressed in
Papers B, C, and D, and the results are presented in Section 4.1.4. The main
contribution of the work is to ensure that the functionalities of the designed
MAL-based DSLs are correct.



Chapter 5

Summary and Future Work

The purpose of this thesis is to enhance the cyber resilience of IT systems through
threat modeling. To accomplish this purpose, the following contributions are made
and detailed in Papers A to F:

• In response to RQ1, a systematic literature review of the state-of-the-art
work in threat modeling is conducted, which provides insight into how threat
modeling methods can be employed and evaluated, and provides future research
directions for threat modeling.

• In response to RQ2, a threat modeling language is designed for enterprise
systems. This enabled automated attack simulations on its system model
instances and supports analysis of security settings that can be implemented
to secure the systems more effectively.

• In response to RQ3, a method is developed for assigning probability distribu-
tions to threat modeling languages. This provides more realistic simulation
results.

• In response to RQ4, a method for quality assessment of threat modeling
languages is proposed. This is done to ensure their correct functionality and
improved quality.

• In response to RQ5, a proof-of-concept work is conducted on applying the
combination of threat modeling and attack simulations for securing connected
vehicles.

• In response to RQ6, an empirical study for identifying common security
vulnerabilities in vehicles is conducted to help provide more realistic simulation
results.

This thesis also provides the possibility of future research directions:

• First, the information extraction process for creating enterpriseLang is done
manually. This process can potentially be automated by combining natural
language processing and information retrieval.

39
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• Second, the method for assigning probability distributions in modeling lan-
guages only considered literature sources. However, there are other sources
that can be considered, such as case studies. To apply the method to other
domains, for example, ICSs, where there are fewer published sources available
due to confidentiality in critical infrastructures. In such cases, the method can
be extended to other types of sources, for example, expert knowledge.

• Third, the design guidelines that are not fulfilled by enterpriseLang could
be further investigated to improve the quality. Moreover, observational eval-
uation methods have not been used, and future work could include testing
enterpriseLang in-depth at various companies.
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